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Handwriting and Character Recognition

 Reading Handwriting is a primary aim of computing and engineering
science
 Vast research projects, various successes (OCR, etc)
 Reading “difficult” texts beyond capacity of most computational approaches

 Copperplate, dirty, noisy images, damaged, deteriorated

 What, if any, approaches can be used to assist papyrologists in reading
damaged and abraded texts?

 Do we want them to computationally “read” them?
 What can we do to support – not replace – experts in reading texts?
 Case study regarding Vindolanda tablets



Vindolanda Texts
 Roman Fort on Hadrian’s Wall,

England
 Texts from AD 92 onwards
 Two types

 ink texts
 Carbon ink on wood. 300

texts survive
 stylus tablets

 recessed centre filled with
wax. 100 texts

 Only contemporary and
immediate written evidence of
Roman Army in Britain



Vindolanda Ink Tablet







Stylus Tablet - Wax Intact



 Stylus Tablet - Wax Removed



 Close up - Tablet 1563

Complex
incisions

Woodgrain

Surface
discolouration

Warping

Cracking

Noisy image

Palimpsest

Long process



What Is The Problem?

Need to build a system which aids in the
transcription of the stylus texts

 Need to understand the process of reading an ancient text
 Information from the Vindolanda ink texts

 Palaeographical
 Linguistic

 Mobilise knowledge of these to implement a system
 Dovetail with Image Processing System 

 Cognitive Image Understanding System



Tackling the Problem

Need to model process experts use as a basis for
a computer model

Need to build up a dataset of palaeographic and
linguistic information to train a computer system,
based on expert information

Need to combine the model and the information in
a system that will output possible and plausible
interpretations



 Modelling Expert Behaviour

Modelling expert behaviour is a common
approach used in Artificial Intelligence and
Cognitive Psychology

Two benefits
Modelling a process shows that you understand the

process
Making an explicit model of the process provides the

basis for the design of a computational system



The Papyrologist at Work

 Little research done into how papyrologists read
and make sense of ancient texts

 Little research done on the process of reading
damaged or ambiguous texts

 Little research done on the role of knowledge and
reasoning in the analysis and understanding of
complex images



Knowledge Elicitation

Experts are notoriously bad at talking about
their expertise

Structured process for making explicit often
unconsciously-mobilised knowledge used by
an expert

Developed protocols
Knowledge Library
Structured Interviews
Walk throughs
Transcripts
Analysis of discussions



Understanding the Papyrologists

For Vindolanda
Two volumes of published ink texts

Possible to do computational analysis of published
commentaries

Access to experts
Willing to be studied
Think Aloud Protocols

Knowledge Library



Basic Textual Analysis
 Using TACT and Wordsmith
 Allows analysis of the types of words used when

discussing ancient texts
 Collocates
 Frequency

 Ink Texts:
 HORIZONTAL, BOLD, FORMAT, and DISCOLORATION,

HYPOTHESIS, REASON
 Stylus texts:

 AFRAID, ASSUME, CONFUSING, CONVINCE, DECIDING,
SURPRISED, and TRIED

 Analysis of the Latin itself
 10% of the characters in the published commentaries are

marked as being uncertain



Encoding Scheme

Reading Level Thematic Subject
8 Meaning or sense of document as a whole
7 Meaning or sense of a group or phrase or words
6 Meaning or sense of a word
5 Discussion of grammar
4 Identification of possible word or morphemic unit
3 Identification of sequence of characters
2 Identification of possible character
1 Discussion of features of character
0 Discussion of physical attributes of the document

-1 Archaeological or historical context



Content Analysis (2)

Expert C: III 663
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Model of the Papyrology Process



Palaeographical Information
•Old Roman
Cursive (ORC)

•Every day
Roman Script

•Same used
on ink and
stylus?

•Forensic
evidence

•=> ink info
can be used
for stylus texts



Collecting Linguistic Information

Corpus of Vindolanda ink tablets
only contemporary linguistic resource
300 texts plus fragments

 6532 words, 2433 unique tokens, and 27364
characters

Word list
 Letter frequency
 Information that can be incorporated into the

system at the character and  word level



Can computers ever read ancient texts?

Well, they can provide suggestions, based on
known evidence

They can keep a record of hypotheses
encountered, discounted, and followed



Decision Support System for Reading
Ancient Documents - doctoral research

IT tools should do the jobs that
humans find difficult:
Remembering complicated reasoning
Searching huge datasets
Accessing other experts knowledge
Enable cooperation between experts on a single

document



APPELLO - searches huge datasets

 Is a word-search Web Service
APPELLO = a RESTful Web Service
Working with EpiDoc P5 corpora

I want a list of stuff
 about “Vindolanda”

?



Methods:
 get_tablets

 A list of all the tablets in the dataset
 get_tablet

 Param = tabletID
 Gets the tablet you’ve asked for

 get_word
 Param = pattern
 Get’s all the words with a specific pattern

Pattern:



EpiDoc XML Document

<div>
  <ab>
    <lb/> pulli
  </ab>
</div>

Index Searcher

APPELLO

XSLT

DSS

XSLT

exe.

exe*

exeo

pullu

pullu

pullus



So we can build a more interactive website for
the Vindolanda tablets

  And add a word search facility to a Decision Support System



Next steps

Use APPELLO more!
Via Google Gadgets
Via HTML add-on (to use from any blog/website)
From Decision Support Systems

APPELLO is now working for Vindolanda tablets -
try it out with:
Monumenta Asiae Minoris Antiqua XI
 Inscriptions of Aphrodisias

Develop a DSS prototype to show how it would
work



To conclude
 Can Computers ever read

ancient texts?
 Maybe, but not in the near

future
 Wrong question to ask:
 Can Computers ever be used to

*aid* in reading ancient texts
 Yes
 Developing an

understanding of how we
can use technology to aid
papyrologists brings an
understanding of papyrology
itself.

vto2.csad.ox.ac.uk


